In December, Isaiah Stewart began his NBA career with the Detroit Pistons, after being selected as the 16th pick in the first round of the draft. Rookies normally prepare for their first season by playing in a summer league, but Stewart came home to Rochester and turned to Cameron Apt, director of UR Medicine’s Fitness Science.

Learn more »

Avoiding opioids after surgery may be okay

“We went from being a total opioid-prescribing practice to a non-opioid practice, and the reception from patients has been extremely positive,” said URMC oncology nurse Karen Kugel. She recently released a small study showing it is possible to avoid pain after gynecologic surgery with non-opioid medications.

Learn more »

Chip on a card can detect COVID-19 antibodies in a minute

Researchers in Rochester are developing an optical chip on a disposable card that can identify exposure to multiple viruses within a minute – including COVID-19 – from a single drop of blood.

Learn more »

Help is on the way: Rochester responds

As the COVID-19 pandemic spread throughout the country, members of the University community took on new roles and quickly revamped old processes – always with compassion and character.

Learn more »

Rochester’s quest to beat COVID-19

Thursday, January 28

Noon—1 p.m. (ET)

Virtual

URMC clinicians and researchers are at the forefront of response to the pandemic, including testing two of the three leading coronavirus vaccine candidates. Technologies used in the development of these vaccines can trace their origins to decades of infectious disease research conducted at URMC. Hear directly from the researchers who are uncovering new ways to diagnose, treat, and even prevent COVID-19.

Learn More »

Make a gift to the URMC COVID-19 Emergency Fund

From celebrating medical breakthroughs to funding COVID-19 research and offering critical support for our healthcare heroes, you can have a direct impact – no matter your means or abilities – by making a gift to our Emergency Fund. Your generosity can help Rochesterians recover from the pandemic and move towards a brighter future.

Make a gift »